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Abstract

I outline a new approach to the question of when civil disobedience is legitimate by 
drawing on insights from the epistocracy literature. I argue that civil disobedience 
and epistocracy are similar in the sense that they both involve the idea that superior 
political judgment defeats majority authority, because this can lead to correct, i.e. just, 
prudent or morally right, political decisions. By reflecting on the question of when 
superior political judgment defeats majority authority in the epistocracy case, I identify 
considerations that also apply to the disobedience context. I conclude that disobedience 
in protest of law X performed by agents who know that X is wrong is legitimate when: 
1) it is not reasonably disputable that the civil dissenter knows that X is wrong 2) the 
adoption of X is a high-stakes political decision and 3) no destabilizing effects ensue.

Keywords 

civil disobedience – epistocracy – liberal legitimacy – majority rule – political 
judgment

Civil disobedience has a stormy and complex relationship with majority rule, 
Dworkin once wrote.1 The majority principle dictates that the majority must 
decide on behalf of its community what ought to be done politically, and that 
majority decisions are binding even for those who think that the majority’s 

1 Ronald Dworkin, A Matter of Principle (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985).
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decisions are wrong. Yet, citizens engaging in civil disobedience sometimes break 
democratically enacted laws, exactly because they think that the majority or its 
representatives have adopted a wrong law or policy. If we maintain, as I think we 
should, that the role of civil disobedience is to promote correct, i.e. actually just, 
prudent or morally right, political decisions, and if we concede that we ought to 
care about making correct political decisions, the question suggests itself: why 
not let citizens who know that the majority has adopted, say, an unjust decision 
engage in civil disobedience with the aim of remedying the majority’s wrong? 
A similar line of reasoning motivates the justification of epistocracy or expert 
rule: if we think it important that our political decisions be correct, then why not 
let the epistemically more qualified parts of our population make our political 
decisions? In this paper, I show that epistocracy and civil disobedience are sim-
ilar in the sense that they both involve the idea that superior political judgment 
defeats majority authority, because this can lead to correct political decisions. By 
reflecting on the question of when superior political judgment defeats majority 
authority in the epistocracy case, I identify considerations that also apply to the 
disobedience context and sketch a new approach to the question of when civil 
disobedience is warranted in a liberal democracy.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the first section of the paper, I elaborate 
on my contention that disobedience and epistocracy both involve the idea that 
superior political knowledge defeats majority authority for the sake of promot-
ing correct political decisions. In the second section of the paper, I investigate 
when civil disobedience is legitimate by drawing on justifications for epistoc-
racy. The second part of the paper begins by introducing the objections that 
democrats have raised against epistocracy which are surprisingly similar to the 
objections they raise against civil disobedience. One such objection says that 
even if dissenters or epistocrats do know that the majority has adopted a wrong 
decision, dissent and epistocracy, respectively, are not legitimate, because they 
are not reasonably acceptable. By drawing on the epistocratic answers to the 
democratic objection, I then go on to argue that civil disobedience performed 
by agents who are knowers is legitimate when there are no reasonable objec-
tions to a principle that the superior political knowledge of those who know 
warrants their rejection of the majority’s authority (the authority principle*). 
There are no reasonable objections to the authority principle* when the follow-
ing propositions are true: 1) it is not reasonably disputable that the civil dissenter 
is a knower, 2) the adoption of the law or policy being protested is a high-stakes 
political decision, and 3) no destabilizing effects ensue. Finally, I end this article 
by reflecting on how this new account of legitimate civil disobedience differs 
from the traditional liberal and democratic justifications of civil disobedience.
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1  Disobedience, Epistocracy, and the Idea that Superior Political 
Judgment Defeats Majority Authority

It may be surprising that civil disobedience and epistocracy should end up 
in the same moral tangle. Epistocracy is usually thought of as an elitist prac-
tice in which we let the wise rule. Civil disobedience (henceforth CD), by 
contrast, is associated with grassroots movements whose members break the 
law in protest. In this paper, I argue that CD and epistocracy are similar in 
the sense that both practices involve the idea that superior political knowl-
edge defeats majority authority for the sake of promoting correct decisions, 
i.e. just, prudent or morally right decisions. Although they are of course not 
completely analogous, they are nonetheless similar in a way such that the 
moral evaluation of epistocracy can teach us something about the moral 
evaluation of CD. Before turning to the justification of epistocracy and CD, 
however, I will use this first section to elaborate on my contention that CD 
and epistocracy are akin.

The claim that CD and epistocracy are similar because they both involve the 
idea that superior political knowledge defeats majority authority for the sake 
of promoting correct decisions can be divided into three sub-claims. First, dis-
sent as well as epistocracy conflict with the majority principle. Second, CD as 
well as epistocracy is sought to be justified on the grounds that they promote 
correct decisions. Third, epistocracy as well as CD involve assertions of privi-
leged political knowledge. In the next paragraphs, I elaborate on these three 
sub-claims beginning with the claim that CD and epistocracy both conflict 
with the majority principle.

1.1  Disobedience, Epistocracy, and their Conflict with the Majority 
Principle

To see how epistocracy and CD conflict with the majority principle, it will be 
helpful to lay out each concept and then show how it conflicts with the major-
ity principle. I will begin with the concept of CD and its uneasy relationship 
with majority rule and then turn to epistocracy.

CD is commonly conceived of as an illegal, yet conscientious act motivated 
by the aim of changing law or policies2 or motivated by the aim of triggering 
political engagement.3 Dissenters break and protest democratically enacted 

2 Joseph Raz, The Authority of Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979); Rawls, A Theory of 
Justice; Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously.

3 Daniel Markovits, ‘Democratic Disobedience,’ The Yale Law Journal 114/8 (2005), pp. 1897–1952.
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laws, i.e. laws that enjoy support among the majority, but dissent may none-
theless be more or less in conflict with the majority principle depending on 
the method of protest employed. Dworkin4 distinguishes between two strate-
gies which dissenters might use in pursuit of their political aims: a persuasive 
strategy and a non-persuasive strategy. Dissenters using the persuasive strategy 
aim to change the majority’s mind. The non-persuasive strategy, on the other 
hand, is coercive: dissenters employing the non-persuasive strategy have no 
intention of convincing the majority to change their minds by argument, but 
their intention is instead to force the majority to change a policy by raising the 
cost of holding on to their political course. Such non-persuasive strategies may 
include blocking traffic, imports, or official department buildings, or, more 
radically, the strategy of creating fear. Non-persuasive strategies are more at 
odds with the majority principle than persuasive strategies, because dissenters 
do not care whether they actually convince the majority that changing the law 
is the right thing to do.5 Still, even though dissent can be done with more or 
less respect for the opinion of the majority, dissenters always do violate the 
majority principle by rejecting the authority of a law enacted by the majority 
by breaking that law.

Turn to epistocracy. Epistocracy is a term coined by Estlund6 to denote a 
form of oligarchic rule: the rule of a wise elite. The idea of epistocracy dates 
back at least to Plato’s Republic,7 in which Plato argued that kings must be 
philosophers, although epistocracy is a broad term covering a multitude of 
political decision-making practices. An epistocracy can be formal or informal. 
A formal epistocracy may consist in granting political rights to the wise elite 
only, but formal epistocracy also comes in moderate forms, such as Mill’s plural 
voting scheme, where suffrage is (almost) universal, but the wise are granted a 
plurality of votes.8 In an informal epistocracy, on the other hand, the wise do 
not have any special political rights, but they still enjoy greater influence on 
agenda-setting, public political deliberation, or decision evaluation than the 
average voter, say, by being overrepresented in the media. In a cultural epis-
tocracy, for example, the culture is such that experts enjoy a high degree of 

4 Dworkin, A Matter of Principle, p. 109.
5 Dworkin, A Matter of Principle, p. 109.
6 David Estlund, Democratic Authority (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2008), p. 277.
7 Republic 471 c–474 b.
8 John Stuart Mill, On Representative Government (Oxford: Oxford University Press, [1859] 

1991), pp. 330–340.
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respect and, consequently, they gain a superior informal influence on the polit-
ical decision-making process.9

Different forms of epistocracy will also be more or less at odds with the 
majority principle. The formal and permanent delegation of political power to 
experts is more at odds with majority rule than a moderate type of epistocracy, 
say, where you have epistocratic institutions that are under democratic super-
vision, e.g. judicial review, or where the majority has the authority to make 
decisions, but some groups of citizens are excluded from the decision-making 
process due to their insufficient cognitive abilities, e.g. the disenfranchisement 
of children or the mentally disabled.

For the democratically spirited, it may seem odd that CD and epistocracy 
might be justified even though they conflict with the majority principle. The 
reason why we can still consider CD or epistocracy valuable, or so I will hold, is 
that dissent and epistocracy can promote correct decisions, say, decisions that 
are actually just. Being valuable for promoting correct decisions is the second 
feature that CD and epistocracy have in common and the next paragraphs are 
devoted to elaborating their value.

1.2  Disobedience, Epistocracy, and the Promotion of Correct Decisions
CD and epistocracy both invite the question of why we should privilege ‘one 
person, one vote’ when serious injustice is at stake. The reason why both prac-
tices invite this question is because of the second feature they share, namely 
that they are both valuable because they enable us to live under more just and 
morally right laws and policies. In the case of epistocracy, one could motivate 
letting the wise rule by arguing, as Socrates does in Plato’s Crito,10 that the wise 
simply have a right to rule, but the more plausible way of motivating an argu-
ment for epistocracy is with reference to the fact, if it is a fact, that the wise 
make better political decisions for the community than the rest of the popula-
tion is able to and thus will be better able to promote correct decisions.

CD has also often been thought valuable for the reason that it can bring 
about more just laws or policies. As Rawls writes: “civil disobedience used with 
due restraint and sound judgment helps to maintain and strengthen just insti-
tutions. By resisting injustice within the limits of fidelity to the law, it serves to 

9 Cathrine Holst, ‘What is epistocracy?,’ in S.A. Øyen, T. Lund-Olsen and N.S. Vaage 
(eds.), Sacred science? On science and its interrelations with religious worldviews (The 
Netherlands: Wageningen Academic Publishers, 2012), pp. 44–46.

10 Crito 47c9–d2.
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inhibit departures from justice and to correct them when they occur.”11 Rawls 
envisages the role of CD as one of securing basic liberties and thus protect-
ing his first principle of justice, the equal liberties principle. Dworkin simi-
larly justifies CD with reference to the fact that it promotes justice. Dworkin 
defends the stance that whenever the constitutionality of a law is doubtful, a 
citizen may follow his own judgment about whether the law is constitutional.12 
Disobedience as such is valuable because the record that is made when a citi-
zen follows his own judgment about the constitutionality of a law contributes 
to better judicial decision-making. To Dworkin, there is not one uniquely right 
answer to the question of what the constitution requires, but there are bet-
ter or worse arguments about whether a law is constitutional and CD helps 
courts and legal scholars to make better arguments about what the constitu-
tion requires. So without CD, “…the chief vehicle we have for challenging the 
law on moral grounds would be lost, and over time the law we obeyed would 
certainly become less fair and just, and the liberty of our citizens would cer-
tainly be diminished.”13

So-called ‘democratic disobedience’ is usually not thought of as valua-
ble for the reason that it promotes just outcomes. Recall that democratic 
disobedience is aimed not at changing a specific law or policy, but aimed 
instead at triggering engagement with an issue that has not been debated 
as thoroughly as its importance warrants. Nevertheless, I will maintain that 
democratic disobedience is also ultimately valuable for the reason that it 
promotes more just or correct decisions. The reason why democratic delib-
eration is valuable in the first place is, at least in part, because democratic 
deliberation promotes better decisions. As Estlund notes, it is unclear why 
we should prefer a reason-recognizing decision-making procedure if it were 
not because we thought a procedure as such would lead to better political 
decisions.14 Indeed, why would we think it valuable to exchange evidence 
and arguments if not because this would lead to better decisions? Because 
democratic deliberation is in this way valuable, disobedience aimed at rec-
tifying democratic deficits is also ultimately valuable for the reason that it 
promotes better decisions.

11 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971), p. 336.
12 Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977), p. 254.
13 Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, p. 256.
14 Estlund, Democratic Authority, p. 101.
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1.3  Disobedience, Epistocracy, and Superior Political Judgment
So far we have established that CD and epistocracy both conflict with the 
majority principle and the reason why this conflict might not have to worry 
us is that CD and epistocracy are also both thought to promote correct deci-
sions. In order to hold that CD and epistocracy are valuable for promoting 
correct decisions, one must also hold that civil dissenters and expert rulers 
make judgments about what we ought to do politically superior to those of 
the majority. In the paragraphs to come, I elaborate on the third sub-claim 
that civil dissenters or expert rulers have superior political knowledge. I show 
that acts of CD and the experts’ exercise of power both involve assertions of 
privileged political knowledge. Whether civil dissenters and expert rulers 
actually make superior political judgments is a different question. Expert 
rulers are defined such that they necessarily make superior political judg-
ments,15 while civil disobedience is defined such that civil dissenters do not 
necessarily make superior political judgments. It is contingent whether a civil 
dissenter has privileged political knowledge. The justification of CD inspired 
by the justification of epistocracy that I provide in the second section of this 
paper will therefore be limited to specific cases of CD where dissenters do 
have privileged political knowledge.

Begin with the thought that an expert’s exercise of political power and an 
act of civil disobedience involve assertions of privileged political knowledge. 
The epistocratic ideal involves the assertion that a subset of the population, 
the experts, make political judgments that are superior to those of the rest of 
the population, the non-experts. The assertion that expert rulers have privi-
leged political knowledge is made by the theorists who defend epistocracy; 
those theorists depend on this assertion as part of their argument that experts 
ought to rule, because such rule leads to better or more just decisions. The 
expert rulers themselves also assert their superior political knowledge. Indeed, 
when experts exercise power for the reason that they are more knowledgea-
ble and in turn able to make better political decisions, the experts’ exercise of 
power expresses that they have privileged political knowledge.

CD similarly involves assertions of privileged political knowledge. The theo-
rist justifying CD may claim that there are cases where the act of CD provides 
valuable input to the political decision-making process and this claim relies 

15 It might still be controversial in the public who the experts are. I do not wish to say that it 
is easy to identify and agree on who the individual political experts are in practice, but just 
that the definition of an expert is such that an expert necessarily makes superior judgments.
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on the assertion that civil dissenters have privileged political knowledge.16 An 
act of CD itself also involves an assertion of privileged political knowledge. 
When dissenters protest a policy P that the majority has adopted because they 
believe that P is an unjust policy to adopt, their action expresses the judgment 
that the majority was wrong in thinking that P was the right policy to enact and 
hence that the dissenter knows better than the majority whether or not P is the 
right policy to adopt.

Of course, acts of civil disobedience do not necessarily express the idea 
that the majority has adopted a wrong policy, because dissent may not always 
be done with the aim of protesting the adoption of a specific law or policy, 
depending on your conception of CD. Recall from the previous paragraphs that 
Rawls conceives of CD as an act that is “…usually done with the aim of bring-
ing about a change in the law or policies of the government.”17 However, dis-
senters could also have other aims. For example, the type of dissent described 
as ‘democratic disobedience’ aims not at making the majority realize they are 
mistaken about the justice of a law, but rather to initiate democratic deliber-
ation about an issue.18 Thus, dissent does not involve a claim in those cases 
that the majority is mistaken about the justice of a law or policy and so, on the 
face of it, it seems less clear that citizens engaging in this sort of democratic 
disobedience assert privileged political knowledge, at least with regard to the 
judgment that a law or policy is unjust or in other ways wrong. Still, democratic 
disobedience does involve an assertion of privileged political knowledge about 
the claim that the relevant political issue has not been debated as thoroughly 
as its importance warrants.

Turn now to the question of whether expert rulers and civil dissenters also 
actually possess privileged political knowledge. Expert rulers are defined such 
that they make political judgments superior to those of the rest of the pop-
ulation. The expert rulers might gain their status as experts because of their 
academic merits or because they are skilled practitioners, and their merits may 
fall within the factual or moral domain,19 depending on how you spell out the 

16 One could also defend the claim that the act of CD provides valuable input to political 
decision-making with reference to a Millean line of reasoning according to which 
disobedience promotes truth or prevents dogmatism in our democratic conversation, 
because disobedience promotes a greater diversity of views in political deliberation. 
However, as I have argued elsewhere, whether CD does enhance democratic deliberation 
must depend on the merits of the view that dissenters advocate. Having more unmerited 
views represented in our democratic conversation just increases the likelihood that the right 
view gets lost in the crowd. Tine Hindkjaer Madsen, ‘On a Belief-Relative Moral Right to Civil 
Disobedience, Res Publica 25/3 (2019), pp. 335–351.

17 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, p. 104.
18 Markovits, ‘Democratic Disobedience,’ pp. 1897–1952.
19 Holst, ‘What is epistocracy?,’ p. 48.
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epistocratic ideal. What all experts will have in common is that they are knowl-
edgeable relative to the rest of the population and if they ought to rule, they 
ought to rule because their decisions are likely better than the decisions the 
population at large would make.

CD, on the other hand, is not defined such that civil dissenters necessar-
ily have privileged political knowledge. Nothing in common definitions of CD 
implies that dissenters necessarily or always know that the decision they pro-
test is in fact wrong or that the relevant political issue has not been debated 
as thoroughly as its importance warrants. Dissenters are commonly held to 
have a conscientious belief that the policy they protest really is wrong, but con-
scientiously believing you are right is compatible with actually being wrong.20

Interestingly, civil dissenters are still sometimes described in the CD liter-
ature as a type of expert. Brownlee, for example, defends the epistemic value 
of CD with reference to the claim that environmentalists or soldiers are some-
times epistemically better placed than the legislature to assess all reasons rele-
vant to environmental or foreign policy; she describes these groups as “on the 
ground experts.”21 Anderson also argues that dissent is epistemically valuable 
because it makes use of citizens’ situated knowledge: “Citizens from different 
walks of life have different experiences of problems and policies of public 
interest, experiences that have evidential import for devising and evaluating 
solutions.”22 Still, civil dissenters need not always be knowers; they might make 
wrong political judgments. Some might argue that it is also true of expert rul-
ers that they may sometimes make wrong political judgments. Experts in the 
traditional sense of the term will not always be right; if we accept that experts 
can disagree about whether P is true and it cannot be the case that P and not-P, 
then we have to accept that expertise does not require being right about some 
proposition.23 In contrast with civil dissenters, however, traditional experts 
do have some institutional merit. Claiming that civil dissenters are knowers is 
therefore more dubious than claiming that experts are. Be that as it may, since 
my aim is to investigate when it is legitimate for citizens who do know, say, that 
the majority has adopted a wrong decision to engage in CD, I simply assume 
that the assertion of privileged political knowledge involved in CD is true. My 

20 Kimberley Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012); Kimberley Brownlee, ‘Features of a paradigm case of civil 
disobedience,’ Res Publica 10 (2004), pp. 337–351.

21 Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience, pp. 175–176.
22 Elisabeth Anderson, ‘The Epistemology of Democracy,’ Episteme 3/1 (2006), p. 13.
23 Alvin Goldman, ‘Experts: Which ones should we trust?,’ in A. Goldman and D. Whitcomb 

(eds.) Social Epistemology Essential Readings, (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2011),  
p. 115.
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conclusions as to when CD is legitimate is then limited to cases where dissent-
ers are in fact knowers.

Summing up, CD and epistocracy both conflict with the majority principle, both 
involve an assertion of superior political judgment, and both are valuable inso-
far as they promote correct decisions, i.e. actually just, prudent, or morally right 
decisions. If we concede that we care about whether our political decisions are 
correct, the question arises: why not just let experts make our political decisions 
instead of having the people vote? A related question arises in the disobedience 
context: why not let citizens engage in disobedience with the aim of remedying 
the majority’s wrongs? There are of course democratically spirited objections to 
the idea that superior political knowledge defeats majority authority, and inter-
estingly, CD and epistocracy have been subjected to two similar objections from 
democrats that will need to be answered before we can know whether CD and 
epistocracy are legitimate. In the sections to come, I elaborate on the democratic 
challenge and set forth the conditions under which CD is legitimate.

2  Legitimate CD

In the first part of this paper I suggested why I believe that we can learn some-
thing about the justification of CD from the justification of epistocracy. I have 
argued that epistocracy and CD are similar in the sense that they involve the 
idea that superior political judgment defeats majority authority and thus 
they both have an uneasy relationship with democratic rule. The question is 
whether having this complex relationship with democracy is problematic: why 
not concede that sometimes the concern for enacting laws and policies that are 
actually just or morally right can outweigh the concern for respecting majority 
authority? In this second part of the paper, I take a closer look at the reasoning 
that can justify epistocracy in order to investigate whether CD is justified as 
well. The second part of the paper will proceed as follows. I first lay out the 
objections that democrats have raised against CD and epistocracy. The objec-
tion that I address in effect says that legitimate political justification has to be 
acceptable to reasonable citizens, and it is not reasonably acceptable that the 
superior political knowledge of civil dissenters or epistocrats defeats major-
ity authority. Drawing on discussions regarding the legitimacy of epistocracy, 
I then argue that CD is reasonably acceptable and thus legitimate when there 
are no reasonable objections to a principle that the superior political knowl-
edge of those who know warrants their rejection of the majority’s authority 
(the authority principle*). There are not reasonable objections to the authority 
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principle* when the following propositions are true: 1) it is not reasonably dis-
putable that the civil dissenter is a knower, 2) the adoption of the protested law 
is a high-stakes political decision, and 3) no destabilizing effects ensue.

2.1  Objections Against Epistocracy and CD
Democrats have raised two objections to the claim that the superior political 
knowledge of epistocrats defeats majority authority. The first objection says 
that epistocrats are not in a privileged epistemic position relative to the dem-
ocratic majority. The second objection states that even if epistocracy is epis-
temically superior to democracy, it is still illegitimate, because epistocracy is 
not acceptable to reasonable citizens. Interestingly, those two objections are 
similar to the objections which democrats have used to show that CD is not 
warranted just because dissenters know that their society ought to alter its 
political course. In the following, I lay out the two objections in both the ver-
sions addressed at epistocrats and the versions addressed at dissenters.

In the literature on CD, the first objection says that civil dissenters challenge 
the legislature’s right to make collective decisions, even though the legislature 
is able to make better political decisions than dissenters are.24 The reasoning 
behind this epistemic objection to disobedience is that members of the legisla-
ture have more time to think political decisions through than average citizens, 
and that legislators can draw on the expertise of their civil servants in turn 
enabling the legislature to make better decisions, because the factual input 
that inform political decisions is more likely to be correct.

The suggestion that democratic institutions are epistemically superior also 
appears in literature disputing the epistemic benefits of epistocracy. According 
to Landemore, democratic decision-making bodies can make better decisions 
than a small, wise elite, because there is greater cognitive diversity to be found 
in a democratic body and this cognitive diversity has epistemic benefits that 
outweigh the benefits of having the wise make our decisions. Even represent-
ative democracies have this epistemic advantage, according to Landemore, 
because representatives reproduce the cognitive diversity of the whole demo-
cratic community, just on a smaller scale.25 Landemore’s argument is intended 

24 For a discussion see Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience, 
pp. 174–177; Daniel Weinstock, ‘How Democratic is Civil Disobedience?,’ Criminal Law and 
Philosophy (2015).

25 Hélène Landemore, Democratic Reason, (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
For varying versions of the claim that democratic decision-making produces better 
political decisions than a small wise elite would see, e.g. Anderson, ‘The Epistemology of 
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to refute epistocracy, but note that since Landemore claims that a majority 
decision is better than a decision made by the few, even when the few are 
the wisest, a majority decision must also be better than a decision made by a 
civil dissenter, even if the dissenter is the wisest. Landemore’s argument thus 
implies that civil dissenters who disagree with the democratic majority do not 
know better than a democratic majority or its representatives what we should 
do politically. The upshot is that both civil dissenters and expert rulers are 
faced with the criticism that their judgment is not as epistemically superior as 
they may think: democratic decision-making procedures actually yield better 
or more just decisions than civil dissenters or expert rulers.

Whether or not democracy epistemically outperforms a wise elite or a wise 
civil dissenter is a complex and controversial issue that I cannot hope to settle 
here. However, even if democratic procedures are generally epistemically best, 
there may be specific circumstances that may make one justified in thinking 
that an outcome of a democratic decision-making procedure is mistaken or 
unjust. I will assume that there are citizens who do sometimes know better 
than the majority what ought to be done politically and, as mentioned earlier, 
I will also assume that civil dissenters as well as expert rulers may fall under the 
category of knowers. Accordingly, my conclusions as to when CD is legitimate 
will also be limited to cases where dissenters do know better than the majority. 
My focus in the following will be on the second objection that democrats have 
raised against civil disobedience and epistocracy. This second objection takes 
the following form: even when civil dissenters or experts do know better than 
their fellow citizens, the majority’s claim to authority may still not legitimately 
be defeated, because legitimate decisions are decisions made with respect for 
the reasonable, but divergent viewpoints of citizens, even when these view-
points are wrong.

The second objection comes in different forms, but they all share the basic 
premise that legitimate political systems must be respectful or tolerant of the 
conflicting political views citizens hold. Daniel Weinstock26 argues that even if 
dissenters do know better what we ought to do politically, this does not trans-
late into a moral justification for disregarding democratic decision-making 
procedures. Drawing on Jeremy Waldron’s Law and Disagreement,27 Weinstock 
writes that democratic decision-making procedures are not meant to find 

 Democracy’; M. J. A. N. d. C., Marquis de Condorcet, ‘An Essay on the Application of Analysis 
to the Probability of Decisions Rendered by a Plurality of Votes,’ in I. McLean and A. Urken 
(eds.), Classics of Social Choice, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1995).

26 Weinstock, ‘How Democratic is Civil Disobedience?’.
27 Jeremy Waldron, Law and Disagreement (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1999).
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the epistemically best decisions, but they serve the role of making decisions 
“…that are respectful of all citizens in the face of disagreement.” Therefore, dis-
sent cannot be justified solely with reference to its ability to promote just out-
comes.28 Waldron’s argument in Law and Disagreement is based on the basic 
premise that legitimate political authority should be justified to the citizens 
that are bound by that authority, although authority does not need to be justi-
fied to citizens who hold crazy or unreasonable views. The idea that we should 
tolerate and be respectful of reasonable, but perhaps wrong political views is 
also found in the literature rejecting the legitimacy of epistocracy. According 
to David Estlund, the question of legitimacy is not reducible to whether a deci-
sion-making procedure results in good decisions. One reason why this is so 
is that political arrangements are legitimate only if they are acceptable to all 
reasonable citizens. Since there will be reasonable disagreement over who the 
experts are, epistocracy will be objectionable to reasonable citizens and thus 
illegitimate, argues Estlund.29

Epistocrats and dissenters must answer such moral objection before they 
exchange their epistemic currency into a moral one, that is, before their supe-
rior epistemic positions legitimately defeat majority authority. So let us have a 
closer look at this type of moral objection to epistocracy and dissent. The basic 
premise invoked by Estlund and Waldron belong to a family of views that have 
come to be known as liberal conceptions of legitimacy. According to liberal 
conceptions of political legitimacy, a political regime, law, or policy is legiti-
mate iff it is acceptable or endorsable by a subset of the population who are 
what liberal theorists call reasonable30 or qualified.31 The liberal conception of 
legitimacy is motivated by the idea that we ought to be tolerant of the political 
doctrines that our fellow citizens subscribe to, even when these doctrines are 
mistaken. In order to be in this way tolerant of each other’s political doctrines, 

28 For a discussion see Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience, 
pp. 174–177; Daniel Weinstock, ‘How Democratic is Civil Disobedience?,’ Criminal Law and 
Philosophy (2015).

29 Estlund, Democratic Authority, pp. 33–36.
30 Note that the talk of reasonable citizens is not meant to indicate that there are individuals 

who are reasonable themselves and hence have a right to reject political justification no matter 
what the grounds of their rejection is. It is the principles or doctrine that they endorse that can 
be reasonable or unreasonable. For further discussion see David Estlund, ‘The Insularity of the 
reasonable: Why Political Liberalism Must Admit the Truth,’ Ethics 108/2 (1998), p. 259.

31 John Rawls, Political Liberalism, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993); Estlund, 
Democratic Authority.
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we must reject as illegitimate any political justification that conflicts with rea-
sonable political doctrines. There are many conflicting reasonable views, and 
they cannot all be true. Hence, a perfectly sound justificatory argument may be 
defeated by virtue of being unacceptable according to a false, but reasonable 
political doctrine.

However, we do not need to be tolerant of all political doctrines no matter 
how vicious they are. There is a standard for the kind of doctrines that we need 
to tolerate and that is the standard of reasonableness. Note that there is not 
consensus on how to spell out the standard of reasonableness and I will not 
provide a very specific version of the standard in this paper. This is just to note 
the structure which the normative theory has: if political justification is unac-
ceptable according to an unreasonable political doctrine, this has no implica-
tions for the legitimacy of that political justification. On the other hand, if a 
political justification is unacceptable according to a reasonable political doc-
trine, that political justification is illegitimate.

The upshot for now is that when we ask in the coming section whether epis-
tocracy is a legitimate form of rule, for example, we do not ask whether it is 
true that the wise should rule, but instead we ask whether it is acceptable to all 
reasonable citizens to let the wise rule.

2.2  Turning the Case for Epistocracy into a Case for CD
The question whether epistocracy is legitimate becomes relevant once we con-
cede that there is an epistemic dimension to political legitimacy: that we should 
not only care about whether our political decision-making procedure is fair, but 
we should also care whether our political decision-making procedure yields, 
or tends to yield, correct, i.e. actually just, prudent, or morally right, decisions. 
One implication of caring about whether our political decisions are correct is 
that it opens up the possibility that we should then let the epistemically more 
qualified parts of our population make our political decisions. Thus, perhaps 
epistocracy is a legitimate form of rule. A similar line of reasoning can motivate 
the legitimacy of disobedience: if we think it important that our political deci-
sions be correct and some citizens know that a majority has adopted an unjust 
law, then why not let those citizens engage in CD with the aim of remedying 
the injustice? To find out when disobeying is legitimate, it could therefore be 
helpful to review the discussion on the legitimacy of epistocracy. I will argue 
that there are a few key features of the case for epistocracy that apply in the 
disobedience context as well.

The main principle in the case for epistocracy, as described by Estlund, 
is a principle stating that: the superior political knowledge of those who know 
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warrants their having political authority over the rest of the population.32 For 
convenience, I will refer to it as ‘the authority principle’ in the following. The 
aim now is to apply this principle to the CD context. Before applying the 
authority principle to the disobedience context, I will need to rewrite the prin-
ciple. When presenting the epistocratic version of the authority principle, the 
mention of ‘those who know’ usually, but not necessarily, refers to a small wise 
elite; in the CD version of the authority principle, ‘those who know’ refers to 
dissenters who know that the majority has adopted a wrong decision, or that 
an issue has not been debated as thoroughly as its importance warrants.

Furthermore, the authority principle should be revised to accommodate the 
fact that acts of CD are not exercises of political authority as much as they are 
rejections of someone else’s political authority. I will here assume that political 
authority means a right to rule correlating with a duty to obey. On this con-
ception of political authority, civil dissenters do not have political authority: 
they do not rule, they do not enact laws that are enforceable and ought to be 
obeyed.33 Citizens engaging in CD are rather rejecting majority authority, since 
authority is the right to rule correlating with a duty to obey and dissenters 
refuse to obey a law enacted by the majority. We should thus revise the author-
ity principle so that it now pertains to the rejection of authority rather than the 
exercise of authority. The revised authority principle: the authority principle* 
reads as follows: The superior political knowledge of those who know warrants 
their rejection of the majority’s authority regarding law or policy X. Note that CD 
is by definition not used to protest a regime granting the majority authority; CD 
is not revolutionary. Thus, when I write that dissenters reject majority author-
ity, I do not mean to say that they reject the democratic form of rule entirely, 

32 Estlund, Democratic Authority. It has been argued that the case for epistocracy relies not 
on the authority principle, but instead relies on an anti-authority principle: incompetent 
decision-making procedures are not legitimate and authoritative. See Jason Brennan, 
Against Democracy (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2016), pp. 16–17. However, an 
anti-authority principle cannot ground a case for epistocracy, because it does not say that 
knowers have a right to rule. It only claims that the ignorant do not have a right to rule, 
leaving open who does have a right to rule, if any.

33 Perhaps acts of CD could be conceived of as exercises of political authority if we were to 
define political authority as justified coercion. Acts of CD can, indeed, be coercive when 
dissenters simply force the majority to change its policies by raising the cost of holding 
onto those policies. However, even if we did conceive of authority as justified coercion, the 
proposition as it stands can have no implications for non-coercive or persuasive acts of CD 
when dissenters are not acting coercively, but instead wish to engage in dialogue with the 
majority to make them change their mind. Such dissenters are not exercising authority, but 
they are still rejecting majority authority, since authority is the right to rule correlating with 
the duty to obey and dissenters refuse to obey the majority.
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but only that in specific instances they reject majority authority by breaking a 
law enacted by the majority to protest a decision made by the majority.

If we want to justify disobedience, we would normally have to show that the 
authority principle* is true. However, when it comes to questions of legitimacy, 
the picture gets more muddy, because there is more to legitimacy than truth. 
As we saw, a liberal principle of legitimacy requires not that a justification of 
a political practice be sound, but rather that the justification be reasonably 
acceptable. To show that civil dissenters are warranted in rejecting majority 
authority, we must show that authority principle* is reasonably acceptable.

It could be argued that dissent need not be publicly justified34 because 
the liberal principle of legitimacy is asymmetrical: any exercise of authority 
must be justified to all reasonable people, but the same is not the case for 
rejections of authority. According to Gaus and Vallier,35 many liberal theories 
of legitimacy err in contending that rejections of authority must be publicly 
justified in the same way as must assertions of authority. They argue that all 
reasonable citizens must have conclusive reason to accept a law before that 
law may be imposed on them, where having a conclusive reason to accept a 
law means having a reason for accepting a law that defeats other considera-
tions one might have against accepting that same law.36 If a reasonable citi-
zen has a reason to reject a law that outweighs any other reasons she might 
have to accept it, then the law is not publicly justified.37 According to this 
line of thought, a reasonable citizen who dissents because she does not have 
conclusive reasons to accept a law does not need to publicly justify her dis-
sent for the reason that the authority of the law is not publicly justified in 
the first place.

It is still an open question whether public justification is symmetrical or 
asymmetrical. However, even if the liberal principle of legitimacy is asym-
metrical, this does not imply that reasonable citizens need not publicly justify 
dissent. Indeed, the idea that the liberal principle of legitimacy is asymmet-
rical has led to the worry that legitimate legislation would be made impos-
sible in  the many policy areas where there is reasonable disagreement. For 

34 I want to thank an anonymous reviewer for this journal for bringing this possibility to my 
attention.

35 Gerald Gaus and Kevin Vallier, ‘The roles of religious conviction in a publicly justified polity: 
The implications of convergence, asymmetry and political institutions,’ Philosophy and 
Social Criticism 35/1-2 (2009), pp. 51–76.

36 Gaus and Vallier, The roles of religious conviction in a publicly justified polity: The 
implications of convergence, asymmetry and political institutions,’ p. 51–54.

37 Gaus and Vallier, The roles of religious conviction in a publicly justified polity: The 
implications of convergence, asymmetry and political institutions,’ p. 63.
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example, since there is reasonable disagreement about redistributive justice, 
no redistributive policy could be publicly justified.38 In response to this worry, 
it has been argued that when there is reasonable disagreement about whether 
to adopt, say, redistributive policy Px or redistributive policy Py, but there 
is reasonable agreement that adopting either Px and Py is preferable to no 
redistributive policy, then there is so-called ‘higher-order unanimity.’39 When 
Px and Py are conclusively justified against no redistributive policy and the 
choice between them is settled through a democratic decision-making pro-
cedure, they can still be publicly justified.40 This line of thought implies that 
whenever there is higher-order unanimity, a dissenter cannot simply reject 
majority authority without providing a public justification. So even if we 
accept that the liberal principle of legitimacy is asymmetrical, many cases of 
dissent would still need to be publicly justified. How many will depend upon 
how the concept of higher-order unanimity is specified.

In order to publicly justify dissent, I have argued that one must show that the 
authority principle* is reasonably acceptable. There seems to be three clearly 
reasonable objections to the authority principle* that can be found by looking 
to the epistocracy debate once again, but there are circumstances under which 
these reasonable objections do not hold and CD will be legitimate under such 
circumstances. In the following, I will spell out the three reasonable objections 
to CD and the circumstances under which they do not hold and CD as a con-
sequence is legitimate.

2.3  Reasonable Objection 1: Dissenters are not Knowers
First, there could be reasonable dispute over whether civil dissenters are know-
ers: whether they do in fact know that the law they protest is wrong or that 
the relevant issue has not been deliberated as thoroughly as its importance 
warrants. Note that the objection being reasonable is compatible with the civil 
dissenters actually being knowers. The objection may be false, but reasonable. 
The objection that it is controversial who political knowers are stems from the 
debate on the legitimacy of epistocracy; Estlund argues that reasonable citi-
zens will not accept the claim that the superior political knowledge of those 

38 Andrew Lister, ‘Public justification and the limits of state action,’ Politics, philosophy & 
economics 9/2 (2010), pp. 151–176.

39 Joseph Chan, ‘Legitimacy, Unanimity, and Perfectionism,’ Philosophy & Public Affairs 29/1 
(2000), pp. 5–42; Lister, ‘Public justification and the limits of state action.’

40 Lister, ‘Public justification and the limits of state action,’ p. 152.
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who know defeats majority authority, because reasonable citizens will disa-
gree about who the knowers are.41

In response to Estlund, Lippert-Rasmussen shows that in cases where the 
non-knowers or less knowledgeable part of the population are unreasonable, 
it is not reasonably disputable who the knowers are. To see this, take Nazism 
as an example of an unreasonable doctrine and imagine that we were living 
in a state where almost everyone are Nazis, except for a wise or wiser few. In 
such case it would not be controversial to reasonable citizens who the knowers 
were, even though it would be controversial to the Nazi part of the popula-
tion.42 Lippert-Rasmussen’s argument shows that epistocracy is legitimate in 
the Nazi case and the argument more generally shows that if we accept a lib-
eral conception of political legitimacy, epistocracy will be a legitimate form of 
rule in cases where the majority of citizens hold unreasonable views. In these 
cases, there is no reasonable controversy as to who the knowers are, and thus 
there is no reasonable objection to the authority principle.

The Nazi case applies to the disobedience context in the following way. 
Imagine again that we are living in a state where the majority of citizens 
are Nazis. The Nazi majority adopts a law prohibiting Jewish citizens access 
to higher education and this law is justified with reference to Nazi ideology. 
A minority of citizens know that the law is unjust and reject the majority’s 
authority by dissenting in protest of the discriminatory law. The Nazi majority 
does not accept that the minority knows that the law is unjust, because the law 
is not unjust according to their political doctrine. Since Nazi ideology is unrea-
sonable, however, it is not reasonably disputable that the minority knows bet-
ter than the majority and so the reasonable dispute objection cannot in this 
case defeat the authority principle*.

Nazism is of course not the only unreasonable doctrine and so not the only 
doctrine that has no hypothetical veto power against CD. I will not attempt 
to derive what counts as reasonable and what counts as unreasonable from a 
general theory about reasonableness, but a few data points will suffice to start 
the conversation. Laws justified by bigoted or racist doctrines would clearly be 
unreasonable in such a way that dissent in protest of those laws would be, and 
has been, legitimate. Protests against Jim Crow laws are a case in point. The 
rest of the data points will have to be filled in to settle which laws are based on 
unreasonable doctrines, but this is just to show the structure that the norma-
tive theory has.

41 Estlund, Democratic Authority.
42 Kasper Lippert-Rasmussen, ‘Estlund on Epistocracy: A Critique,’ Res Publica 18 (2012).
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Note that the dialectic between Estlund and Lippert-Rasmussen leaves 
open whether it is reasonably acceptable that those who know should rule, 
even if it is uncontroversial who the knowers are. We merely know that it is not 
always reasonably controversial that the minority are knowers. It could simul-
taneously be true, however, that (a) it is reasonably acceptable that the minor-
ity are knowers and (b) that the superior political knowledge of the minority 
does not defeat majoritarian authority. Accordingly, we still need to explore 
whether there are further reasonable objections to the authority principle and 
the authority principle*.

2.4  Reasonable Objection 2: The Political Decision is not High-Stakes
A second reasonable objection would be that the political decision civil dis-
senters protest is not high-stakes. A high-stakes political decision is a decision 
where a gross wrong is on the line. It could be a political decision that grossly 
violates a liberty right, it could be a policy that enhances the greenhouse effect 
or it could be a policy that robs citizens of an economic minimum. What 
makes the decision high-stakes is that the possible wrong is grave. Political 
decisions that cause minor liberty rights violations or a distribution of wealth 
that is not completely just are not high-stakes. When civil dissenters protest 
political decisions that are not high-stakes, the majority that adopted the 
decision can reasonably object to the minority’s disobedience, even when the 
dissenting minority knows that the majority has adopted a wrong decision. 
The majority has a reasonable objection in low-stakes situations, because in 
low-stakes situations, the concern for adopting the right laws or policies is 
outweighed by the concern for respecting majority authority. On the other 
hand, when we do have a high-stakes political decision on our hands and the 
civil dissenter knows that the majority’s decision is wrong, I will argue that 
the civil dissenter is not bound by the majority’s authority in this case. Again, 
we can draw inspiration from the epistocracy discussion to elaborate on this 
line of thought.

In his Against Democracy, Brennan proposes an epistocratic principle called 
the competence principle. According to the competence principle, political 
decisions are legitimate and authoritative only if they are produced in a com-
petent way and the political decisions are what Brennan calls competent.43 

43 Brennan speaks of the legitimacy and authority of a decision-making procedure as well as 
the legitimacy and authority of decisions that result from decision-making procedures and 
it is unclear whether Brennan takes his competence principle to apply to procedures as well 
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When there is a more competent decision-making scheme available than the 
incompetent one currently in use, it is unjust not to use the more competent 
one instead.44 Brennan uses the competence principle to argue that epistoc-
racy rather than democracy is legitimate and authoritative, because democ-
racy does not live up to the competence requirement while epistocracy does. 
Brennan is not taking his competence principle to legitimize CD; neverthe-
less  I bring up his argument here, because the argument also suggests that 
CD is legitimate when dissenters know that the majority has adopted a wrong 
decision.

To justify the competence principle, Brennan provides several intuitively 
plausible analogies. One analogy Brennan proposes is the analogy between 
a political decision-making system and a jury system. According to Brennan, 
juries are only legitimate and authoritative insofar as they are competent, 
because they are making high-stakes decisions that influence people’s life 
prospects and can rob defendants of their life, liberty, and property. A defend-
ant who has been found guilty by an irrational jury therefore does not need to 
submit to the jury’s authority.45 Similarly, political decisions are high-stakes 
and have implications for our life prospects and rights to life, liberty, and prop-
erty, and so political decisions or decision-making systems are not legitimate 
and authoritative if they are incompetent either.46 Brennan also proposes an 
analogy between doctors and political decision-makers. An M.D., he writes, 
undeniably has superior medical knowledge. In high-stakes situations, e.g. if a 
person starts choking, the doctor should step in and save that person. In polit-
ical decision-making, superior political judgment is similarly necessary to save 
us from bad governance.47

Notice that the intuitive pull of Brennan’s analogies is dependent on the 
claim that we are in a high-stakes situation and the decisions being made 
are  a  matter of life and death or may have serious consequences for peo-
ple’s life prospects. Yet, political decisions are not generally high-stakes and 
an emergency situation akin to the situation in which someone is choking. 
Most legislation does not have the same negative and serious consequences 
as choking or being found guilty in a court trial. Some political decisions are 

as individual decisions that result from procedures. The scope of Brennan’s competence 
principle is therefore a bit unclear, but I will assume that the competence principle applies 
to political decision-making procedures as well as the individual decisions that are the result 
of political decision-making procedures.

44 Brennan, Against Democracy, pp. 141–142.
45 Brennan, Against Democracy, p. 153.
46 Brennan, Against Democracy, p. 156.
47 Brennan, Against Democracy, p. 122.
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about changing tax brackets a bit or where to build a bridge, which are not 
high-stakes decisions. Since many political decisions will not be high-stakes, 
Brennan’s reasoning does not seem to imply, as he argues, that democracy 
should be substituted with epistocracy. Brennan’s reasoning only implies that 
in high-stakes, emergency situations, political decisions are legitimate and 
authoritative only if they are competent, that is, when there is a competent 
decision-making scheme at our disposal.

Taking these considerations into account, we may instead revise Brennan’s 
competence principle so that it reads: when political decisions are high stakes 
and the results of the decision-making procedure are incompetent, then those 
decisions are not legitimate and authoritative when there is a more competent 
alternative. The reasoning might thus justify a mixed system of government, 
where we still have a democratic legislature, but we also have some episto-
cratic institutions that deal with high-stakes political issues. An example could 
be judicial review, which is arguably an epistocratic institution where legal 
experts can strike down laws as unconstitutional—and we are arguably in a 
high-stakes political situation when a law is unconstitutional, say, because it 
infringes on constitutionally protected liberty rights. Brennan himself also 
mentions the possibility of having a system with a so-called ‘epistocratic veto.’ 
In this system, laws are passed by a democratically elected decision-making 
body, but an epistocratic body may veto the laws that the democratic body has 
enacted.48

The revised version of Brennan’s competence principle also suggests that it 
is legitimate for agents who are knowers to engage in CD in high-stakes situa-
tions. When we are in a high-stakes situation and the dissenter knows that the 
majority has adopted a wrong law or knows that the relevant issue has not been 
deliberated as thoroughly as its importance warrants, then the better alterna-
tive to claiming that the majority has authority is to let the civil dissenter push 
for political reform through protest. This way, democratic decisions are not 
rejected as illegitimate and unauthoritative across the board, but room is left 
open for the idea that sometimes democratic decisions are not authoritative 
when there is a more competent alternative. Of course, more will have to be 
said about where to draw the line between high-stakes and low-stakes political 
decisions. I have mentioned a few data points, e.g. deciding where to build a 
bridge would obviously be a low-stakes political decision whereas depriving 
citizens of an economic minimum would be a high-stakes political decision. 
For now, these data points will do as an illustration of the theory’s structure.

48 Brennan, Against Democracy, p. 15.
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2.5  Reasonable Objection 3: Destabilizing Effects Ensue
Finally, there is a third reasonable objection to the authority principle*. The 
third reasonable objection says that CD is not warranted even though civil 
dissenters know that the majority has enacted a wrong law, when disobeying 
inspires general disrespect for the law and thus has a destabilizing effect on 
democratic institutions. Whether CD does have that sort of destabilizing effect 
is, of course, an empirical matter that presumably depends on the specifics of 
the situation and thus will not be settled here.49 The objection is reasonable 
when it is plausible in a given situation that CD will have a destabilizing effect. 
If acts of CD do have this effect that would be a powerful veto against using CD. 
Perhaps this sort of pragmatic consideration should also be given weight when 
we consider whether epistocracy rather than democracy is legitimate.50 Again, 
it is an empirical question whether epistocracy would spawn unrest and have 
a destabilizing effect as well. However, if it turns out that having the people 
make political decisions, even when they are wrong, secures a stability that 
epistocracy does not, then this is a pro tanto reason to prefer democracy to 
epistocracy. Of course, it does not settle whether democracy would be prefera-
ble to epistocracy all things considered.

3  Concluding Remarks

The basic idea is that in a liberal democracy, where majority decisions are usually 
binding even for those who know that a decision is wrong, CD is nevertheless 
legitimate when the democratic decision is substantially wrong. Specifically, CD 
performed by agents who are knowers is legitimate when there are no reason-
able objections to the authority principle*. There are no reasonable objections 
to the authority principle* when the following propositions are true: 1) it is not 
reasonably disputable that the civil dissenter is a knower, 2) the adoption of the 
law or policy being protested is a high-stakes political decision, and 3) no dest-
abilizing effects ensue. Note that it is only a sufficient condition for legitimate 
CD that there are no reasonable objections. Construed as a sufficient condition, 
it says that CD is legitimate if dissenters know that the majority has adopted a 
wrong law or that the relevant issue has not been deliberated as thoroughly as 

49 For an overview of the discussion see Candice Delmas, ‘Civil Disobedience,’ Philosophical 
Compass 11/11 (2016), pp. 681–691.

50 For a discussion see Brennan, Against Democracy, pp. 228–230; J. Knight and J. Johnson, 
The Priority of Democracy: Political Consequences of Pragmatism (New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 2011).
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its importance warrants and there are no reasonable objections to the authority 
principle*. The criterion thus does not imply that nothing else can justify legiti-
mate CD. It is compatible with the view that there are other sufficient conditions 
for legitimate CD. If the criterion were interpreted as a necessary and sufficient 
condition, it would say that CD is legitimate if and only if civil dissenters are 
knowers and there are no reasonable objections to the authority principle*. 
I am not taking this view, since I do not wish to deny that CD may sometimes be 
warranted even though dissenters are not knowers, or, if they are knowers, that 
their act of CD may be warranted for reasons other than their superior political 
knowledge. Herein also lies an important difference between an argument for 
epistocracy and CD. While there may be other sufficient conditions for legit-
imate CD, such that CD is warranted in some cases where dissenters are not 
knowers, epistocratic rule is legitimate only if the rulers are knowers. Indeed, 
epistocracy is only legitimate insofar as those who rule are in fact knowers and 
their greater political influence leads to better political decisions.

Notice that the criterion for legitimate CD put forward in this paper is fac-
tualist: CD is legitimate when dissenters know that the majority has adopted 
an unjust decision and the decision is substantially unjust, and in order for 
an agent to know that P it must be a fact that P. Once we adopt a factualist 
criterion for legitimate CD, the problem of action-guidance seems to arise. As 
a solution to the action-guidance problem, factualist theories commonly argue 
for the adoption of a decision-procedure for promoting what is in fact morally 
right or legitimate. The same reasoning applies in our context. A decision-pro-
cedure as such should be developed for agents having to decide whether they 
ought to engage in civil disobedience or not.

Furthermore, since courts have to respond to CD without knowing whether 
CD is legitimate, the action-guidance problem seems to arise for courts as 
well.51 However, because courts ought to treat most acts of civil disobedience 
more leniently than ordinary offending, the action-guidance problem will 
rarely arise in court cases. Indeed, what distinguishes an act of civil disobedi-
ence from ordinary offending is that acts of civil disobedience are motivated 
by a conscientious moral  conviction. A conscientious moral conviction is a 
sincere and serious, but perhaps mistaken moral commitment.52 When courts 
respond to acts of civil disobedience, they ought to be more tolerant towards 
dissenters than ordinary offenders for the reason that dissenters are motivated 

51 I thank an anonymous reviewer for this journal for bringing this possibility to my attention.
52 Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience.
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by a conscientious moral conviction, not because and not only when dissent-
ers have a merited cause.53 As I have also argued elsewhere, courts ought to be 
careful in making judgments about whether dissenters have a merited cause, 
because it is difficult to be so certain that a political cause is not merited that 
one is warranted in expressing the judgment in a court ruling.54

Still, respect for conscientious moral convictions cannot ground a defense of civil 
disobedience used in the promotion of morally reprehensible causes such as racial 
segregation or Neo-Nazism, for example. This is because any defense of CD must be 
limited by the value from which it is derived as well as by other weighty values. In 
the segregationist case, the concern for respecting the segregationist’s conscientious 
moral conviction is outweighed by the concern for respecting the dignity of the vic-
tims of racial segregation.55 In such extreme cases, the courts would need to know 
that racial segregation is morally reprehensible, but given the extremity of the moral 
view it ought to be easier for judges to realize that the cause is morally reprehensible 
and they would additionally be rationally entitled to a high degree of certainty that 
the dissenter’s cause is not merited.

When dissenters defend views that are not as morally reprehensible as 
defenses of racial segregation or Neo-Nazism, courts ought to take the path of 
tolerance when civil dissenters come before them. The question is now what 
it means for courts to respond more leniently. An interesting suggestion is that 
courts ought to penalize rather than punish dissenters. According to Feinberg, 
there is a distinction between penalty and punishment. In punishing as well 
as penalizing, the state imposes a cost on an agent in response to the agent’s 
failure to follow a rule or law; however, only punishment involves an expression 
of disapproval.56 According to Lefkowitz, the state ought not punish dissenters, 
but the state may still penalize. For example, when an agent, say, trespasses as 
part of an act of civil disobedience, his or her fine ought to be smaller than the 
fine imposed on an agent who trespasses where this is not an act of civil diso-
bedience. In this way, the state can distinguish between the actions of the ordi-
nary offender and the civil dissenter and express disapproval toward the former 
only. By penalizing rather than punishing civil dissenters, the state can create an 
incentive to engage in civil disobedience only when the perceived injustice is 

53 This is a view defended by, e.g. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously; Brownlee, Conscience and 
Conviction. The Case for Civil Disobedience.

54 Tine Hindkjaer Madsen, ‘Are Dissenters Epistemically Arrogant?’, Criminal Law and 
Philosophy (2020), Online first: https://doi.org/10.1007/s11572-019-09521-9.

55 Tine Hindkjaer Madsen, ‘On a Belief-Relative Moral Right to Civil Disobedience’, Res Publica 
25/3 (2019), pp. 335–351.

56 Joel Feinberg, Doing and Deserving: Essays in the Theory of Responsibility (New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1970).
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significant because civil disobedience comes with a cost, but not a cost that is so 
high as to discourage civil disobedience altogether.57 If workable, this response 
to civil disobedience on behalf of the state would contribute to the promotion of 
legitimate CD on my view.

Finally, it is also worth noting that the theory of legitimate CD outlined in 
this paper deviates from influential theories of CD in one important aspect: it 
avoids being what Schlossberger would call formalist.58 Formalist criteria are 
criteria for justified CD that restrict the justification of CD to a specific class of 
political causes such as rights violations. The influential liberal and democratic 
approaches to the justification of CD both have problematic formalist criteria. 
According to the democratic approach, CD is justified when it is used to coun-
tervail deviations from the ideal democratic decision-making procedure.59 Yet, 
we can easily imagine a scenario in which we follow the correct decision-mak-
ing procedure to the letter, but the procedure still results in a grossly unjust 
law. Intuitive examples tell us that dissenters protesting the content of a law 
are sometimes justified in doing so; in the 1950s, American civil rights activists 
protested the Plessy v. Ferguson decision that legalized racial segregation in 
public schools. These civil rights activists were not (only) protesting against 
the procedure that led to the decision. They were protesting against the out-
come of the procedure; they were protesting the content of the law. It is an 
implausible implication of the democratic account of CD that these protests 
were only justified insofar as they were targeting procedural flaws.

The liberal model, too, is based on problematic formalist criteria. According 
to the liberal approach, CD is justified when it is used to protest infringements of 
liberty rights.60 Liberal theories of CD thus implausibly imply that environmen-
tal activism, campaigns against war, or campaigns for nuclear disarmament 
are never warranted.61 Furthermore, the liberal approach excludes dissent that 
addresses any deficits that there might be in the democratic decision-making 
procedure itself, e.g. many of today’s global protests against the democratic 
shortfalls in global governance institutions such as the imf, the wto or the EU.62

The criteria for legitimate CD defended in this paper are not formalist: they 
are not restrictive regarding the class of causes it is legitimately justified to 

57 David Lefkowitz, ‘On a Moral Right to Civil Disobedience,’ Ethics 11/2 (2007), pp. 202–233.
58 Eugene Schlossberger, ‘Civil Disobedience,’ Analysis 49/3 (1989), pp. 148–153.
59 Markovits, ‘Democratic Disobedience.’
60 Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously; Rawls, A Theory of Justice.
61 Peter Singer, Democracy and Disobedience (Oxford: Clarendon University Press, 1973); 

J.  Cohen & A. Areto, Civil Society and Political Theory (Cambridge: mit Press, 1992); 
Markovits, ‘Democratic Disobedience.’

62 Markovits, ‘Democratic Disobedience.’
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protest. Causes can count rights violations, democratic deficits, lack of privacy, 
transparency and so on.63 Because we have not settled beforehand what kind 
of causes it is legitimate to defend through CD, CD can serve as a progressive 
force that helps develop a community’s sense of justice and helps promote 
just laws, policies, and institutions. The present account instead says that CD 
is legitimate when used to fight grave wrongs, since CD is legitimately justi-
fied when it is used in high-stakes situations to counter laws that dissenters 
know are wrong or in situations where the relevant issue has not been debated 
as thoroughly as its importance warrants. The implication is that deficits in 
the democratic decision-making procedure, rights violations, and other injus-
tices are political causes that can legitimately justify engaging in CD. However, 
minor wrongs cannot warrant CD.
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